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To complete the nuclear data evaluation in China, the evaluation methods 
and Nuclear Data Evaluation System have been developed. The system was on 
computers Acos-500 and PDP-11 / 70 in the late seventies and early eighties[1]. 
Since then, a new version of the System has been established on Micro—VAX 2 
computer.which is supported by IAEA under the technology assistance 
program. The new version is not only suitable for new computer, not only de
veloped in program and software technology, but also much more new physical 
ideas, methods and programs for data and covariance matrix evaluation and 
processing are included. 

The flow chart of the system is shown in Fig. 1. 

1 The Retrieval Analysis and Pre—processing of Experimental Da
ta in EXFOR Format 

Using the EXFOR software system[2], which was developed in USA and 
transplanted on CNDC Micro VAX 2 computer from NDS / IAEA, the meas
ured data are retrieved directly from master experimental neutron data library 
in EXFOR format. The retrieval can be done according to the nuclides, reac
tion quantities and / or measured years, or access number. 

As well known that the EXFOR format is very flexible and complicated, so 
the format, especially the data table, need to be changed and standardized for 
using and processing the data conveniently later, this includes unit conversion, 
column exchange, data normalization, error correction etc. and is completed 
with codes FORM[3] and SIG[4]. It is worth to mention that in some cases ( e. g. 
some total cross section measured with white light source ) too many data 
points are given, the energy points need to be selected or merged in the 
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evaluation. With the code, the number JV. ( for each N, one energy point is se
lected or merged into ) can be chosen according to the requirement and the 
points at peaks or volleys always kept. After the pre—processing, the EXFOR 
data table is standardized. 

Code SIG is a powerful and convenient tool for physical analysis and 
evaluation of EXFOR experimental data; With it, the description information 
of EXFOR data can be displayed on screen. The data measured by different li
braries can be plotted and compared; the data can be renormalized and the er
ror can be corrected. 

' It is very important in the physical analysis and evaluation of experimental 
data to pay attention to the following things : 1) experimental methods,for ex
ample, white light source or certain energy point for total cross section, 
activation or large liquid scintillator for (n,2n) cross section, time of flight 
method or others for energy spectrum, etc.; 2) identify the measured quantity, 
for example, total (n,2n) cross section or to isomeric state, (n,x), (n,n'x) cross 
section or the sum of both, etc.; 3) whether the background was already rea
sonably subtracted, the necessary correction were already done; 4) whether the 
standard cross section used is newest, internationally recommended one, other
wise, renormalization need to be done with new standard. 

2 Data Processing 

Data processing is a very important step in the evaluation. In the system,it 
includes the data processing at certain energy point, curve fitting and simulta
neous evaluation. 

2.1 The data at certain energy point are very significant for determining the 
absolute position of the recommended curve in the evaluation, but traditional 
method to the matter is applicable only for the independent data and make 
senses at extreme cases151. We developed a method[6] to deal with not only inde
pendent data, but also correlative data, not only statistical error, but also pos
sibly existing negligence error. A statistical model was presented for isolating 
the possibly existing negligence error, adjusting the original data and estimating 
the combination-mean of the correlative data. A practical code was developed, 
and the features of correlative data mean were studied. It was found that in 
some cases, the combination mean could be out of all input data, an example 
for three dimension case is shown in Fig. 2. 

2.2 The curve fitting is essential treatment in the experimental data evaluation. 
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Through it, the smooth optimum values in mathematics can be got as the rec
ommended data. For this purpose, the spline methods and programs SPF, SPD, 
<jpç[7~9] hg_ve ke e n developed. Comparing with previous works110' u\ in sum
mary, the following developments have been made in our works : 

1) Knot optimization. The knot for.spline fitting can be automatically 
optimized with the total knot number plus one to make the x2 minimum for 
each iteration. The only thing should do for users is to give the initial knots. An 
example is given in Fig. 3, from which it can be seen that the jf2 value decreases 
to a reasonable level only through 3 ~ 5 times of iteration for all 4 sets of differ
ent initial knots. The knot optimization is convenient to users, also it minimizes 
the arbitrariness of the fit result due to the arbitrary knot selection ( 
traditionally, spline knots are given by users ). 

2) Any spline order. Traditionally, in general, only three order spline is 
used [10,11]. Now, the order of.spline function can be chosen for different curve 
shape, for example, one order for linear line, two order for parabola, three or
der for peak structure etc.. 

3) Strict error calculation. The formulas for calculating the fit Values and 
their errors for multi-sets of data were deduced17]. It was found that the error 
calculation formulas in previous works1"'12] are approximate ones, only suita
ble to the case where is only one set of data. Comparing the calculated results, it 
was found that the differences between the strict and approximate formulas are 
quite large when the width for each set of data becomes larger ( Fig. 4 ). 

4) Correlative data and covariance. Traditionally, the curve fit is only for 
independent data and only the error of the.fit values is calculated. Now, the 
code SPC can be used for correlative data ( there is correlation among the data 
at different energy points ). The covariance of the fit values can be calculated ( 
traditional error only is diagonal elements ). An example is given in Fig. 5. For 
correlative data fitting, it is very different from the traditional independent data 
fitting that the fit values are changed not only with knot, Width of each set of 
data, but also with the correlation coefficients of the data. In some cases ( e. g. 
both the correlation coefficient and the discrepancy of the data are larger ), so 
called PPP problem1121 could happen, an example is given in Fig. 6. The codé 
has a function to deal with the matter by using iteration ( for input absolute 
covariance matrix ) method or appropriately selecting the order and knots of 
the spline function. An example is given in Fig. 7. 

2.3 Simultaneous evaluation is a advanced evaluation method, developed in 
last ten years. With the method, more information is included, arid consist ( be
tween cross sections and ratios or the cross sections and standards etc.) can be 
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got. ; 

We have developed a simultaneous evaluation method and a code SESP 
relative to ratio113,14\ The logarithms of the cross sections and their ratios are 
fitted with spline function, the consistent fit values and their covariance are cal
culated. Comparing with previous work1151, the fitting is with B-splirie and the 
method can be used for the correlative data, the covariance matrix can be calcu
lated not only for the different energy points of the same kind of cross sections, 
but also for the same and different energy points of different kinds of cross sec
tions. It means that the correlations among the fit results are given not only for 
the same kind of cross sections, but also for the different kind of cross sections. 
The method and program have been used to evaluate the fission cross sections 
of 235,238U and the capture cross section of 238U. An example of the results is 
shown in Fig. 8, comparing with individual evaluation and simultaneous 
evaluation without correlation. All of the curves are based on the same experi
mental data in the figure. 

3 Covariance Data Evaluation 

With the development of the reactor physics and computer technology, the 
covariance matrix of nuclear data becomes more and more important for nu
clear engineering. For evaluators and experimenters, the data information is 
given out completely only in the case that the data themselves and their 
covariance matrix are given, because the error, as traditionally given, is only the 
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix and describes the accuracy of the 
data, nothing about the correlation of the data is given. 

Some methods and codes for covariance data evaluation of experimental 
data have been developed and included in the system116' 17l 

3.1 Parameter Analysis117' 

If the conditions of an experiment, especially the information about the er
ror are well known, the covariance matrix can be constructed according to the 
formula 

Cov (f„f,')-£;•*• l . s J - 1 , « : A X „ A X „ 

Where quantity f to be measured is a function of some parameters z, which 
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could be measured directly, pr is the correlation coefficient of parameters x at 

energy points i and /. If the function or the errors Axk of the directly meas
ured parameters are not known, the covariance matrix can be calculated like 
this 

Cov (/,., fi ) = Ç . P ; A/, Afkj 

Where A/" is the error of the indirectly measured data contributed from fc-th 
parameter at energy point /. 

A practical program CMP was developed, some explicit form of function f, 
commonly used for various experimental methods, are included. To insure the 
covariance is reasonable in mathematics and physics, the positive definite fea
ture of the constructed covariance matrix is checked by using the method of cal
culating the eigenvalues of the correlation coefficient matrix. An example with 
the method and code is given in Table 1 for Na(n,2n) reaction cross section, in 
the energy region 13.0— 18.0 MeV,measured by Prof. Lut,8] with activation 
method at six energy points. 

3.2 Mathematics Calculation 

For cross section or other quantities, if there are multi—sets of measured 
correlative data and their covariance matrices are all known, the data can be fit
ted with spline function and the covariance matrix of the fit values can be calcu
la ted, strictly in mathematics : 

T T 

Where E = B ( W— U DU ) and Vy is the covariance matrix of the input 
measured vector Y, B is base spline function matrix and W, U, D are the 
matrices corresponding different weights respectively181. In practice,the program 
SPC as introduced in section 2.2, can be used. Using the program, the features 
of the fit value covariance matrix were studied, it was shown that the correla
tion among fit values at different energy point results mainly from the propaga
tion of the input covariance matrices, and also somewhat producing in the fit
ting. 

3.3 Physical Analysis 
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The data that their covariance is not given and the error information is not 
well known, which is usual case' faced by the data evaluators, must be analyzed 
carefully in physics, and the total error, especially the systematical error should 
be found out as much as possible based on the realistic situations and available 
information. The key point here is to distinguish the statistical and systematical 
error, or the short, middle and long range error, the latter contributes to corre
lation. Usually, the errors of the sample quantification, standard cross section 
etc. are long range error, and the errors of detector efficiency calibration, some 
correction etc. are the middle range error. It should be pointed out that original 
statistical error could acts as systematical one in some case of the covariance 
analysis and evaluation, for example, the statistical part of the standard cross 
section error, the counting error of the monitor. Another thing should be em
phasized is that the systematic error, in general case, could not be found by the 
experimenter themselves, but it could be found by the evaluators when they put 
the same kind of data together, measured by different libraries. In this case, the 
systematic difference among the different measurements can be taken as sys
tematic error. An example is given in Fig. 10, which is a part of the covariance 
data evaluations by author for oxygen data[19]. 

For convenient, a processing code CMC was developed. With the code, 
explicit covariance matrix can be calculated and output in ENDF / B-6 
format, using the systematic error information given through above analysis in 
physics and the evaluated total or statistical error ( e. g. through curve fitting ), 
taking into account of whether the systematic error needs to be added to the di
agonal elements. 

4 Comprehensive Adjusting and Library File Making 

4.1 In general,the experimental data are not enough to recommend complete 
set of data, especially for angular distributions and energy spectra. So it is nec
essary to supplement with theoretical calculation. Lots of model calculation 
programs have been developed and used for developing CENDL. For statistical 
calculation, most commonly used program for CENDL-2 is MUP-2[20], and 
now the one commonly used is UNFt21], which was finished recently and can be 
used to calculate double differential cross section ( including recoil nucleus ) 
and y-production data. For direct reaction, some codes transplanted from 
abroad are used when they are necessary. The parameters for model calculation 
can be retrieved directly from Chinese Nuclear Parameter Library1223, which is 
being developed now. Programs RETRIVE and ESS is used for retrieving the 
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necessary data from the theoretically calculated data. 

4.2 It is commonly defined that in "general purpose file" the neutron energy is 
from 10~5 eV to 20 MeV. In so large energy range, the data are divided into two 
regions : "resonance" and "smooth" at the boundary energy about several keV 
to hundreds keV depending on the nuclides. The methods and programs des
cribed above are only suitable to the smooth region, and the resonance 
parameters are given for the resonance region. Some method and programs for 
resonance parameter evaluation have been developed[23]. But for the resonance 
parameters in complete neutron data, due to the limit of the practical condition, 
at present in China, only thing can do is to evaluate the parameter themselves 
or to recommend some existing parameters ( such as BNL-325 ). However, 
when take these parameters and put them into the file, it must be checked if the 
data at the resonance boundary are smoothly linked with "smooth" region, if 
not, find the reason as much as possible and adjust them. For example, in the 
complete neutron data evaluation of natural iron completed by author[24], the 
resonance parameters were taken from the recommendation of CNDC[25], but 
the average value at the boundary region ( 380~400 keV ) of the total cross sec
tion and elastic scattering cross section calculated from the parameters are twice 
larger than the measured data and the data given in the smooth region ( Fig. 11 
). Comparing with the parameters given in BNL—325, the both are basically 
same. Adjusting the width of the main s—wave resonances, there is no much ef
fect on it. Taking into account of the interference effect, four large s-wave res
onances ( rn = 400— 7700 keV ) above 400 keV were added, and then the calcu
lated cross sections decrease much more and consistent with the experimental 
data. 

4.3 To extend the data as low as 10~5 eV, either some negative resonances are 
given, or the point-wise cross section is presented in the region below resonance 
low boundary. In both cases, the cross section should be consistent with the ex
perimental data in the thermal neutron energy region, especially at thermal en
ergy point 0.0253 eV, where the total, elastic scattering and capture cross sec
tions are usually measured and recommended. If the negative resonance 
parameters are given, the cross section should be calculated with them to com
pare. In the case of giving point-wise data, the cross section is usually 
extrapolated from thermal energy point with 1 / v law for capture cross section 
and with constant for potential scattering, if there are no data in this energy re
gion. For y-production cross section of (n,y) reaction, usually its multiplicity is 
extrapolated as a constant from the smooth region down to 10~5 eV. 



To calculate the point-wise cross section from resonance parameters, ei
ther check program1261 of E N D F / B system or MSBW2 code[23] can be used. 

4.4 The comprehensive adjusting is to make the evaluated data file satisfy the 
requirements in physics and format. The former includes making cross section 
consistent, angular distribution non—negative value etc., and the latter includes 
making energy spectrum normalization, the energy points of some cross section 
include all the energy points of its partial cross sections, energy region covers 
the same range for all files etc.. To make the cross section consistent, usually 
elastic cross section is got by subtracting nonelastic cross section from total 
cross section, nonelastic cross section by summing the cross sections of all 
nonelastic reaction channels or inelastic cross section by subtracting the cross 
sections of all other nonelastic reaction channels from nonelastic cross 
section,continuous inelastic cross section by subtracting all the discrete inelastic 
cross section from total inelastic cross section. 

The library file making and comprehensive adjusting, including supple
menting with theoretical calculated data, adding resonance parameter file, ex
tending the energy region to 1Ó-5 eV, making the cross section consistent etc., 
are mostly completed with code CRECTJ5[27], which was transplanted from 
Japan Nuclear Data Center and very convenient to be used, for many opera
tions can be completed simultaneously in batch and input and output are in 
standard END F / B-4, 5 format. For making cross section consistent, the code 
CCSC3[I] was mostly used before and in some cases it is still used now. 

5 Check and Intercomparison 

5.1 The library file, or the new evaluated data need to be checked in format 
and physics before it is entered into CENDL. These can be done with programs 
CHECKR,FIZCON and PSYCHE126], which were transplanted from NNDC, 
USA. 

It has been found that in many cases the cross sections are not consistent in 
some energy points,0 although they had been adjusted. This could be caused by 
the interpolation when the energy mesh is not dense enough. In this case, the 
data can be corrected with codes CRECTJ5 or CCSC3 by adding or subtracting 
the given differences. Another problem is the data are not smoothly linked at 
the resonance boundary. In this case, the resonance parameters must be ad
justed, as pointed above, or adding the necessary background cross section in 
file 3. The mostly found problem is that the energy is not in balance,namely the 
energy taking by the outgoing particles ( including neutron, y, charged particles 
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and recoil nucleus ) is larger or much smaller than the available energy offered 
by the incident neutron and reaction Q value. The problem is quite complicat
ed and is a comprehensive one, because it concerns the secondary particle 
spectra, y production multiplicities, reaction Q values etc. To solve the prob
lem, physical analysis should be done concretely and the reason should be 

. found as much as possible,and then make some adjusting or correction to the 
spectra, multiplicities or Q values concerned. 

5.2 The new evaluated data need to be compared with available experimental 
data and exsisting evaluated data. This can be completed with intercomparison 
plot system ICPL, consisting of ICPLN[28] and ICPLG[29] for neutron data ( 
files (2)3~ 5(6)) and y-production data ( files 12~ 15(6)) respectively. 

The functions of the system, in summary, are as follows. 1) Directly re
trieve the experimental data from EXFOR master library and exsisting evalu
ated data from evaluated nuclear data libraries, with which the new evaluated 
data need to be compared. 2) Interpolate according to given interpolation 
models for cross section, angular distribution ( for incident neutron energy ) 
and energy spectrum ( for incident neutron energy and secondary neutron, y en
ergy ). 3) Transform coordinate system between laboratory and mass-center 
systems for angular distribution and spectrum. 4) Calculate neutron and 
y—production emission cross section and spectrum by summing the corre
sponding data of all reaction channels, including making the Gassian extension 
for discrete neutron or y-rays. 5) Calculate y—production multiplicity, y—pro
duction spectrum from the y transition probability arrays given in file 12. 6) 
Get secondary neutron and y spectrum in An space from the angular—energy 
distributions given in file 6. 7) Calculate the natural element's cross section, 
differential cross section and spectrum of neutron and y—production by sum
ming its corresponding isotopes/ data taking the abundance as weight. 8) Plot, 
automatically choose the minimum and maximum values of the data and 
coordinate scale, output with various devices, such as printer, laser jeter and 
graphic terminal screen. 

The system ICPL not only has very strong data processing and plot func
tion, but also is very convenient to use, for it can run in batch, many 
operations, such as retrieving, data processing and plotting, can be completed in 
one run, the input parameters by users are decreased to minimum. Some exam
ples are shown in Figs. 12~ 15 for cross section, angular distribution and 
neutron, y emission spectra intercomparison respectively. 

Conclusion Remarks 
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Nuclear data evaluation is being developed now, so is the evaluation meth
od and system. For last ten years, the main efforts have been put on the double 
differential cross section, covariance data and evaluated data library validation. 
Correspondingly, the evaluation methods concerned, such as calculation 
programs for double differential cross section, evaluation methods for 
covariance matrix and intercomparison system have also been developed in 
China and included in the Chinese Nuclear Data Evaluation System. It should 
be pointed out that so far some problems, e. g. energy balance, Q value for 
natural element, interpolation for energy spectrum etc., are still being studied 
and need tó be resolved further. 

The developed evaluation method and Chinese Nuclear Data Evaluation 
System have been widely used at CNDC and in Chinese Nuclear Data Network 
for CENDL, for special purpose file evaluation, for the intercomparison of 
structural material Fe, Cr, Ni complete neutron data from CENDL-2, 
BROND-2, ENDF / B-6 and JENDL-3. Some of the methods and programs 
have also been offered to experimenters and abroad. 

The Chinese Nuclear Data Evaluation System is already an embryonic 
form of intelligence specialist nuclear data evaluation system. Taking it as a 
base, the Chinese Intelligence Specialist Nuclear Data Evaluation System will 
be developed in future. 

Table 1 The correlation coeffcient matrix and error for "Nafn^n) reaction 
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Fig. 6 The variation of fit value with correlation coefficient r 
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Fig. 7 The variation of fit value with iteration 
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